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Distinguished-Experts,' Consultants, Observers,

Ladies and Gentlemen0 . . .

I have much pleasure in extending a warm welcome to you all to participate

in this regional seminar on university-level continuing education for manpower

■development in Africa. On behalf of the Economic Commission for Africa and of

the four collaborating organizations (namely, the German Foundation for Inter

national Development, the African Adult Education Association, the International, y

Congress for Unversity Adult Education, and UNESCO). We are grateful to you for

having accepted our joint invitation, in spite of numerous other calls on your

time.

We are particularly grateful to the German Foundation for International

Development, our principal co-sponsor, for generously bearing the major share

of the financing of the meeting jointly with the United Nations. .

The Seminar carries, forward the momentum generated, since 1970, by three

previous expert group meetings convened to focus attention on ways, of regenerating

and introducing innovations into African educational systems. We are concerned

that the systems should serve, among other national objectives, the urgent need

of modernizing African economies and reducing progressively mass poverty, through

such contributions as can be made by effective programmes for skills -formation

and attitude development. I want to repeat here, what I have said on many other

'] occasions, that lack of skills, the right attitude and capability for job

performance, are the serious constraints to African advancement. In this connex

ion., a paper will be presented by the ECA secretariat outlining present and

prospective African manpower characteristics and constraints during the 1970s.
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It seems to me that we must impress upon the minds of our professionals,

technologists, technicians and skilled craftsmen, as well as upon those responsible

for manpower development the fact that rapidly changing technologies readily render

obsolete or inadequate qualifications acquired in modernizing economies. In order

to keep up with our responsibilities and with the growing task ,of naticr.&L

development, therefore, "we must be wrillir.gto submit ourselves to continual

improvement of our capacity for work, and to accept' the necessity of continuing

education and training as a way of life.

On the other hand, it would be fatuous to exhort people to do better at

their jobs if adequate further education facilities on a part-time basis and,

I must add, appropriate incentives - are not'provided* There is a corresponding,

if not greater, responsibility on the part of society in general, and of managers

of educational establishments in particular, to be sensitive to the vocational

requirements of-individuals and of the 'economy in relation to changing technology

and new concepts.

I do not envisage a withering away of full-time schemes of vocational and

professional education. That is far from our idea of a comprehensive educational

Bystem, The stark reality is that African Governments cannot afford to continue

increases in the rate of expenditure on formal education as uas the case during

the 1960s. We must make more intensive and extensive use of available educational

resources. Apart from the constraints of finance, there.are other reasons why

we have to enquire into possible alternative educational strategies for coping

with such problems as the recycling of school and college dropouts for productive

employment; the equalization of educational opportunities for educationally

deprived groups of adult workers; making up for the irrelevance of much formal

school "and.college education in relation to employment possibilities and require

ments, and providing for the early localization of professional education, training,

examination and certification„ It would be undesirable to concentrate most of our

resources on the full-time vocational and professional training of a lucky few,1

and to ignore' the great majority whose claims for occupational advancement are

equally strong and whose activities have more immediate effect on national

economic growth* ■ . ,

What then is a feasible approach to the situation? You would have ..read in one

of the consultants1 papers that North American post-secondary institutions have

part-time student enrolments which are three to five times as much as the full-time

'*'.■■. ■

enrolment' That has come about as a result of adaptations of educations! institu

tions to the new demands of society. We in Africa must also move in the direction
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of developing a more comprehensive network of part-time, extension-type education

and training facilities and programmes. Being predominantly agrarian economies

we have somewhat, different problems,.to .face, and the purpose of this seminar is

to exchange views on the development of .extension educational facilities that will be

effective under the African situation. From the impressive list of country reports

J? Prepared for this meeting and from, the representative*-nature of the'participants

^} gathered here,. I believe, w9 have made a hopeful start in developing this arm of our

educational delivery systems. But much more needs to be done: we need more

specific information.on problems, approaches and requirements; we need the exper-

ience of successful African programmes to.give courage to other African countries ■

to. venture in this important field;- and it is hoped this Ssminar would go some

way in providing, these, . - . ■ ....... ■ -

I was most pleased to note that the workshop convened by the Association of

^ African Universities at Accra in .July last year. also stressed the roles of African

universities in catering to the manpower requirements of African countries -

especially for localization in,areas of scientific, -technological, professional

and technical competence - at the middle- and high-levels, ...

We could regard this Seminar as taking the study of the subject of part-time,

extension or continuing education further by the inclusion of all post-secondary

level institutions. Besides that, an attempt will be made in this Seminal- to deal

with the subject in some depth and for. this a number of specific and critical

elements in the planning and organization of part-time educational delivery

systems have T>een submitted to you for discussion. Country and institutional

experiences are expected to vary tut I hope that major problems, deficiencies

and requirements would be identified sufficiently to make it possible for

individual institutions, thi-ough their Governments, to se-k assistance from the

international community in'the improvement of their facilities and services. ■

That we have chosen to discuss at this Seminar the role of post-secondary

institutions in meeting manpower requirements does not imply that we regard the

role of post-primary institutions as of less importance. In the development and

supply of middle- and high-level manpower post-aecondary institutions have a

crucial role to play, in that not only arc we concerned with the perfection of

techniques or skills but equally with producing persons who could provide the

leadership and take and execute decisions in production and service activities.

Given the resources we hope to be able to convene in the near future a further

seminar on post-primary part-time, extension education for skills formation and

continuing skills development,
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Before concluding, let me draw the attention of participants, once again

to the practical objectives and anticipated outcomes we had in mind in>convening

this meeting. Essentially, we would like your assistance in identifying the

problems of, and requirements for the expansion and strengthening.of part-time,

extension-type educational facilities, and programmes in post-secondary African '^O

institutions, and in making appropriate follow-up, recommendations. On the basis r:-

of that, and at the request of African Government? and/or particular educational

institutions (through the appropriate channels), the ECA and other international

technical assistance agencies would be in a position to develop short and medium-

term programmes of concerted action for developing and reinforcing institutional

capabilities for providing part-time,extension-type education both.for the urban

and the rural populations.

I wish your deliberations every success, and hope that you will take advantage

of the opportunities now offered, to stay on for the Conference of the African

Adult Education Association that follows shortly. ' - '"

Thank you.

y


